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Welcome



Join us for the 

journey…



Resilience 



The first stop…

Grade 9

Grade 8 “Top” Grades

Grade 7

Grade 6

Grade 5 “Good” Grades

Grade 4

Grade 3

Grade 2

Grade 1

• Grades are “Norm 

Referenced”

• Grade 9 is awarded to 

between 2- 2.5% of pupils 

nationwide

• There is no grade 

comparison between old 

and new GCSE grading

“…it is all about the top levels 

on the mark schemes…”



The Deer Park Journey…



The Deer Park Journey…



How does your memory work?

Stage 1: Sensory Memory

We are bombarded with huge amounts of information all 
the time through our senses. 

Think about it, what can you see, feel, smell … right now?

Most of this information is ignored and we don’t pay 
attention to it, therefore we don’t remember it. 



How does your memory work?

Stage 2: Working Memory

When we pay attention to our sensory memory, we give 
ourselves the chance of learning something. 

So to learn, you have to PAY ATTENTION. 

However, even when we do 
pay attention to information 
most of it will be forgotten 
unless we do something with 
it. 



How does your memory work?

Stage 3: Long Term Memory

So to move things into our long term memory, we have to 
make the original information meaningful. 

That’s why your teachers teach lessons. To help you 
understand what you’re trying to learn. 

Then they often check 
whether it’s gone in, because 
rehearsing it and retrieving the 
information is a good way of 
ensuring that you don’t forget.

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=don't forget&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=DtCHAToj8aNDUM&tbnid=9lk52Uism8sd5M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.mentalskills.co.uk/dont-forget-to-keep-your-brain-active/&ei=L8mVU8OzBsvWPf76gegJ&bvm=bv.68445247,d.ZGU&psig=AFQjCNGbznjLeCQYcba_6KXy4p_hNnnsTA&ust=1402411687774567
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=don't forget&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=DtCHAToj8aNDUM&tbnid=9lk52Uism8sd5M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.mentalskills.co.uk/dont-forget-to-keep-your-brain-active/&ei=L8mVU8OzBsvWPf76gegJ&bvm=bv.68445247,d.ZGU&psig=AFQjCNGbznjLeCQYcba_6KXy4p_hNnnsTA&ust=1402411687774567


How does your memory work?

Stage 4: Putting it all together

You need to practise the same material over and over. A 
topic may need to be reviewed and revised up to 6 times, 
in different ways, so that it transfers into your long-term 
memory.

Watch the short video up 
next to understand more 

about the brain…



How can I improve my memory?



Test (but nothing to panic about)

3 tasks:

1. Spoken to the left – If I turn my head to the left as I say the 
word you should write ‘Y’.  If I keep my head facing forward as I 
say the word then you should write ‘N’.  

2. A or U – If the word spoken has an A or U in it then you should 
write ‘Y’.  If it doesn’t then you should write ‘N’.

3. Rate for Pleasantness – Listen to the word spoken and think of 
whether it makes you think of pleasant or unpleasant things.  
Write a number between 1-7 showing how pleasant the word 
is: the higher then number, the more pleasant the word.



1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.



1. Hundred
2. Corn
3. Cool
4. Rate
5. Jump
6. Place
7. Urge
8. Country
9. Entirely
10. About

11. Diamond
12. Into
13. Welcome
14. Window
15. Hold
16. Aeroplane
17. Thread
18. Match
19. Fleet
20. Fruit



How can I improve my memory?



Don’t… try to revise without a plan



Don’t…just highlight everything! 



Don’t… just re-read your textbook



Do…test yourself



Do…use flashcards



Do…use graphic organisers



Do…get active!

Double underline key points from a topic in your 
prep book

THEN
Create a mind-map of key points

THEN
Create flashcards using your mind-map

THEN

Test yourself



Spaced Learning (No Cheating!)

How many of the 20 words from earlier can you 
remember?

Make a list of them in the next minute!



1. Hundred
2. Corn
3. Cool
4. Rate
5. Jump
6. Place
7. Urge
8. Country
9. Entirely
10. About

11. Diamond
12. Into
13. Welcome
14. Window
15. Hold
16. Aeroplane
17. Thread
18. Match
19. Fleet
20. Fruit





“Regular and sufficient sleep 

is essential for the brain to learn efficiently.” 
Education and Neuroscience: Issues and opportunities  ESRC 2009

Lifestyle for Learning:
Brain Care for the 21st Century 

Sleep

• ACh (Acetylcholine) is a neurotransmitter that 
governs the encoding of information in the brain 

• High levels of ACh when awake supports maximum 
encoding of new information

• Low levels of ACh during sleeping maximises 
consolidation of  what already has been experienced.



Lifestyle for Learning:
Brain Care for the 21st Century 

Sleep

“As well as helping us remember what we learn when awake, sleep 
also helps us prepare to learn more and use what we know to 
generate insights.” 
Wagner et al. (2004) Sleep inspires insight, Nature,

“The average amount of sleep a 
student receives per night does seem 
to be tied to the student's academic 
performance”
Lowery et al. The Link Between Sleep Quantity and Academic 

Performance for the College Student. Sentience 2010



“When you are dehydrated your attention and 
concentration can decrease by 13% and short term 
memory by 7%.” Hydration calculator | WaterAid

Lifestyle for Learning:
Brain Care for the 21st Century 

Water

• Children should be encouraged to drink water when they are thirsty rather than 

be constantly monitored about the amount of water they consume. 

• In hot weather, or after exercise, children’s monitoring systems are less reliable 

and need to be reminded about drinking water to avoid dehydration. Bar-David, Y et al. (2005) 

The effect of voluntary dehydration on cognitive functions of elementary schoolchildren, Acta Paediatrica

http://www.wateraid.org/uk/get_involved/drink_more_water/1415.asp
http://www.wateraid.org/uk/get_involved/drink_more_water/1415.asp
http://www.wateraid.org/uk/get_involved/drink_more_water/1415.asp


Lifestyle for Learning:
Brain Care for the 21st Century 

Emotion

Most common causes of teenage 
stress

• Academic Pressure

• Sleep Deprivation

• Friendship Issues

• Relationship Issues

• Family Circumstance



Lifestyle for Learning:
Brain Care for the 21st Century

The Stress Equation
Stress related to work + revision = effective 

revision and recall

Stress related to other stuff + revision = less 

effective revision and recall



Questions?


